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( To write with.1    (What is the use of a pencil ?
or What is a pencil for ?)
Some skill is needed here in framing answers to*
which it is easy to find suitable questions, but it is not
necessary that only one question should be possible or
only one be accepted by the teacher as right if there are
others equally appropriate. Also gesture or action
may accompany the answer where helpful, as when the
teacher puts a pencil on the desk while uttering the
answer ' on this front desk }, thus limiting or directing
the pupils in choice of appropriate questions.
The pupils should be early familiarized with the
introductory question words—' what', ' where', ' when',
and later with ' how ', and < why 5, first by hearing them
used in question sentences by the teacher, and then by
practising themselves. This question practice on the
part of the pupils is particularly important in teaching
English because the word order in a question in English
differs from that in a statement, and in this contrasts,
with the speech habit of the mother tongue. Unless he
is specially drilled in the English question order, the
pupil inevitably transfers his vernacular speech habit to
his question sentence in English, and at present one
speech defect common amongst college students and not
rare even amongst graduates is an erroneous word order
in asking a question in English. This speech defect may
be due sometimes to the student having acquired the
wrong order from his teacher at school (the teacher
having suffered similarly in his time, thus setting up a
vicious circle), but it is also often due to insufficient drill
of the pupil in asking questions early in his language
career, because the teacher regards the ordinary oral
lesson as one ia which he puts the questions, and the
pupils give the answers.
Of course other methods of practice in questions*
suggest themselves beside the one described above.
Making pupils repeat questions after the teacher, singly
or in groups, is one of them, Getting individual pupils
to question others or the teacher is another ; or, again,,
dividing^ class into sides for a question game, one side
questioning the other, and points being scored or lost,
for correct or incorrect questions or answers to decide

